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My name is Ginger Taylor. I’m the founder of The Synaptic Leap, a non-profit organization for open 
source biomedical research. My background is packaged, commercial applications, with the last 7 
years focused on corporate intranet portals.  My goal is to utilize my corporate portal experience to 
provide an online community for biomedical scientists to collaborate openly to develop therapies 
for some of the world’s worst diseases. 

Beyond The Synaptic Leap, I’m not very googleable. If you’re still trying figure out who I am here are 
a few more details:
I have over 18 years of software industry experience and spent over 10 of those years at PeopleSoft.  
In my most recent role at PeopleSoft and Oracle, I was in charge of the PeopleSoft Enterprise Portal. 
I should also set the record straight that my programming skills are rusty. I was one of those people 
who (d)evolved up the management chain at a commercial application company. Fortunately, I have 
retained good relations with many people who kept their programming skills and they periodically 
volunteer their services for us. If you need more information, email me: 
gtaylor@thesynapticleap.org 

This presentation is copyright protected under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/. 
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My aim for this presentation is to describe what The Synaptic Leap is about, describing what we do 
today as well as our vision for the future. 

I created this presentation before the conference intended to be a super-deck of slides. I figured I 
would hone it down to the appropriate content once I was there.  I spoke on Sunday and decided to 
completely minimize the slide ware.  I chose to skip the first three agenda items and I started off 
with a demo of our site http://www.thesynatpicleap.org and I jumped to a more interactive 
discussion of our idea for the Gene Wiki, the “What’s next for us” agenda item. Although there were 
only a handful in the room, the discussion was lively. We also discussed a bit of the “Yeah, but” 
section of the presentation.

I chose to share the entire presentation because naturally my conversations bounced on all of these 
topics in the cafe, at breakfast... The notes you will see in this presentation are a blend of what I 
wrote before the conference as well as after the conference. I will attempt to accurately represent the 
feedback I heard including points and counterpoints. The conference operated under Chataham 
House Rules and as such the specific names of the people who gave me feedback will be kept 
anonymous. However, I will provide a general profile of the person when I think it is important to 
understand what perspective they are speaking from.
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Specific organizational milestones:

• We used Word Press, a simple and popular open source blogging tool, to deploy an informational web site declaring our objectives and ideas in 
the summer of 2005. 

• We began working with our first partner/customer, the Tropical Disease Initiative (TDI) in early October 2005. 

• We deployed our pilot research community for malaria in mid November 2005. Marc A. Marti-Renom, a computational biologist from UCSF, was 
the community leader during our pilot phase and provided the functional guidance. We used Drupal for this deployment and are still using 
Drupal today. 

•The Synaptic Leap was incorporated as a non-profit organization in the state of North Carolina on November 17, 2005.  

•We added a research community for schistosomiasis, another tropical disease, in January 2006. Matthew Todd, an organic chemist from 
University of Sydney, is the community leader.

•We formed our board of directors and held our organizational meeting on February 27, 2006.

•The board signed our bylaws into affect on  April 4, 2006. 

•The North Carolina Department of Revenue officially recognized us a non-profit organization on April 28, 2006.

•We applied to the  IRS for official recognition as a “public charity” 501(c)(3) organization on May 26, 2006.

•We were designated as a public charity non-profit organization by the IRS in June 2006.

•We deployed a research community for tuberculosis on August 15, 2006. Miguel Mitchell, an organic chemist from Salisbury University in 
Maryland, is the community leader. 
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The type of collaboration I’m talking about here is collaboration AS the science is happening. Getting 
input and advice on the experiments and theories one is working on.  

At its most basic and pervasive level is collaboration within a lab. Inter-lab collaborations are also 
not uncommon. These are often initiated based on common goals and trusted relationships formed 
during school or at professional conferences.

A few at the conference felt that collaboration via the peer-review process was working great and 
that science occurs too slowly to worry about in-process collaboration. One particular individual who 
is a huge advocate for open science felt strongly that collaboration was not the issue, rather that 
upstream patents were stifling science’s ability to bring therapies to market.

There are certainly good papers to support the fact that patents are causing problems. Two that I 
have read include:
Leaf, Clifton. “The Law of Unintended Consequences.” Fortune September 2005. http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/
2005/09/19/8272884/index.htm 

Rai, Arti K. (2005) Proprietary Rights and Collective Action: The Case of Biotechnology Research With Low Commercial Value, in Maskus, Keith E. 
and Reichman, Jerome H., Eds. International Public Goods and Technology Transfer in a Globalized Intellectual Property Regime, pages 288-306. 
http://eprints.law.duke.edu/archive/00001201/ 

I too agree that patents are a significant issue in this puzzle and it’s why TSL has two highly 
qualified IP advisors, Stephen Maurer (Berkeley) and Arti Rai (Duke). 

Yet many I spoke with felt that open collaboration was also very important and something that 
scientists had yet to take sufficient advantage of.
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It’s interesting to see that biomedical foundations are beginning to actually require collaboration. 
These organizations are clearly more interested in results than they are in profits. They measure 
return on investment not by profits, but by solutions. 
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Dr. Nick Hellman, interim director of HIV projects at 
the Gates Foundation: 

“... rival teams can build on successes, avoid pitfalls and 
eliminate redundancy.” 

Dr. Steve Self, a biostatistician and grant recipient:
"...increases the pace of discovery enormously rather 
than waiting for the process of writing formal journal 
articles, waiting for them to be published, and 
[confirmed] by other labs."

Chase, Marilyn. “Gates Won’t Fund AIDS Researchers Unless They Pool Data.” The Wall Street Journal, 20 
July 2006, B1 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115335816005811923.html 
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What is particularly interesting in the Gates’ move is that he is requiring collaboration for AIDS 
research. AIDS affects the developing world too and profit potential is quite high for discoveries. It’s 
a bold move for him to require his grant recipients to work together. Clearly, he wants more 
effective therapies sooner.
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It’s time to take those advantages to another level opening the collaboration potential to the world 
of scientists. 
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1. generate ideas more quickly
2. reduce redundant work

Thus ultimately cures will be developed 
more quickly and effectively.
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The Synaptic Leap is all about providing the infrastructure to make open collaborative biomedical 
research a reality on the www.

Our mantra - “Connect the dots.”
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I hesitated to use the term “sweet spot.” It’s a tennis term to describe the perfect spot in a tennis 
racquet where the ball should strike. I hesitate because what I’m about to describe is biomedical 
diseases that aren’t served well by a naturally profit-driven pharmaceutical industry. A lot of 
suffering takes place here.  However, open source tends to succeed where profit-driven solutions 
fall short. This is the sweet spot for open source biomedical research.
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DALY Burden Per Disease in Developed Countries
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Developed nations such as the U.S. and Europe generally represent the market of individuals who 
can pay for therapies. Each bar is a disease with the height of the bar representing the DALY burden 
in regions of the world that can afford medicine.  Since I sorted the diseases from the WHO report 
based on DALY within developing nations, the data to the right, the tail of the graph, represents a 
lot of diseases with no profitable market. The tail is much longer than it appears...

I took the data from the WHO World Health Report and weeded out things like war and traffic 
accidents. For each disease in the list, I then summed the DALY from the regions marked as 
developed nations and then sorted the numbers and diseases from highest to lowest. The top left 
includes heart-disease and other common ailments, the bottom right represents rare diseases and 
diseases almost exclusively found in developing countries. 

Please note:
I removed the numbers from the illustration because the graph, at this juncture, is a conceptual 
graph only and not polished suitable for formal publishing. The data is not a perfect sample. I’m not 
an expert in diseases and may have weeded a few things out inappropriately and included some 
items as summary points inappropriately e.g. cardiovascular disease is included as a single point as I 
believe that many of the medicines used to the various heart diseases listed by WHO are applicable 
across those diseases. Hence why the WHO provided summary data too. Should somebody wish for a 
more perfect set of data I can collaborate with others as appropriate. At the moment, please look at 
this graph simply for conceptual purposes.
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DALY Burden Per Disease in Developed Countries
DALY Burden Per Disease in Developing Countries

Disease data taken from WHO, World Health Report 2004
DALY - Disability adjusted life years

DALY is not a perfect measure of market size, but is certainly a good measure for importance.
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When data from the developing countries is added adjacent to the developed country data, it is 
obvious how many people are suffering from diseases almost exclusively found in developing 
nations. 

Note: Again, this should be read for conceptual purposes. I included the same disease data for 
developed and developing countries and therefore the conceptual point is still valid.

Sidebar: For the record I am not opposed to for-profit pharmaceutical companies. My husband has 
heart disease, found on the far left of this graph, and is alive today based on the innovation of these 
companies. However, there is a severely under-researched set of diseases where the for-profit 
incentives are falling short. For these, in the tail of the profit curve, I believe we need to develop 
new collaborative processes to connect and empower the distributed few who are working on them. 

We are fortunate, that scientists are already working on many of these diseases even without a 
profit incentive. 
We are fortunate that the Web 2.0 is here and in the rapid innovation cycle. 
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Unprofitable Diseases and 
Global DALY (in 1000’s)

Malaria*.....................46,486
Syphilis.......................4,200
Chagas Disease*............667
Leishmaniasis*...........2,090
Poliomyelitise...............151
Tetanus........................7,074
Diphtheria.....................185
Trichuriasis.................1,006
Lymphatic filariasis*..5,777
   

Ascariasis....................1,817
Leprosy*.........................199
Schistosomiasis*.........1,702
Japanese encephalitis...709
Dengue*.........................616
Hookworm disease........59
Trachoma....................2,329
Trypanosomiasis*......1,525
Onchocerciasis*..............484

Disease data taken from WHO, World Health Report 2004
DALY - Disability adjusted life year in 1000’s.

*  Officially listed in the WHO Tropical Disease Research disease portfolio.
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The following diseases are found in the tail of the graph. The numbers shown represent global (both 
developed and developing country) DALY burden for these diseases. As there is no profit incentive 
for these diseases, they represent both the greatest need and opportunity for open collaborative 
biomedical research.

Those in red and with an asterix are part of the World Health Organization’s Tropical Disease 
Research disease portfolio. 

IN SUMMARY: 
Tropical diseases represent both the greatest need and 
opportunity for open collaborative research.
For another illustration of percentage of DALY developing to developed nations for tropical diseases, 
see graph Exhibit 3 of:
David B. Ridley, Henry J. Grabowski, and Jeffery L. Moe. “ Developing Cures for Developing 
Countries.” Health Affairs 25, no. 2 (2006). DOI 10.1377/hlthaff.25.2.31.
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10, 2004. 
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I found TDI by reading the article in The Economist. The paper that fueled The Economist article and 
really defined the Tropical Disease Initiative is:

S. M. Maurer, A. Rai and A. Sali. “Finding Cures for Tropical Diseases: Is Open Source the 
Answer?” PLoS Med December 2004.                                                             
http://medicine.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pmed.0010056

In that paper, they declared their mission for open collaborative research for tropical diseases. It 
was and still is a bold declaration. These people are pioneers.  They were recently acknowledged for 
their thought leadership in a Business 2.0 article called the “The 50 People Who Matter”: http://
money.cnn.com/popups/2006/biz2/peoplewhomatter/frameset.41.exclude.html

After speaking with them in October 2005, what I discovered is that their heart is really in the 
biomedical science. They have little interest in building and running a collaborative web site. We 
therefore combined forces, they provide requirements input to us, and serve as active board 
members and volunteers for The Synaptic Leap. And we build and maintain the site where they and 
other scientists can collaborate.

The Synaptic Leap would never have gotten off the ground without the input, support and 
collaboration of the Tropical Disease Initiative. It has been an honor and a privilege to work with 
them.
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Each research community is organized by disease. Our goal is to foster cross-discipline scientific collaboration connecting the dots 
to develop new therapies.
 
Dr. Marc A. Marti-Renom, then part of the Andrej Sali lab, worked with me to deploy our pilot research community for malaria. We 
chose malaria as the first tropical disease for our pilot because Marc felt that plasmodium falciparum would be an ideal pilot for his 
gene wiki idea, his open projects. More on the gene wiki later.

Within a research community, we provide several tools to assist scientists working on open collaborative research for malaria.

Menu Items for the Malaria Research Community: 
•current projects: provides a hierarchy of project books and pages that allow people to organize, attach files and discuss a given 
open project. The projects shown in this illustration are the various features and functions of a “Gene Wiki” a concept originated by 
Marc and to be discussed later in this presentation. The Gene Wiki is aid in drug target identification for in-silico (computer-based) 
drug design.
•research tools: is a simple page of malaria resource links. Our current implementation doesn’t make it easy for anybody to edit the 
page (e.g. a Wiki). Therefore, other malaria community members are encouraged to add “comment” for other tools they want to see 
added to the page.  Thus far nobody has done so. We’re still in the early adopter stages and I’m sensing more “looky-loo” activity 
then a sense of “this is my community and I’m responsible for making it better.” Over time, I hope the attitude changes.
•RSS news feeds: one of the services we provide for our researchers is an aggregation of RSS feeds on Malaria. Many scientists don’t 
bother with RSS and we’ve gotten good feedback that this is valuable to our users.  Two of our best feeds are from Connotea and 
CiteULike which offer tag specific RSS feeds. This allows the broader scientific community to surface important malaria articles for 
our users. A side benefit I wasn’t expecting is that the search engines that crawl our site also crawl the headlines of the feeds. Many 
users researching malaria often find us looking for a specific article on malaria research.  They are probably surprised to be taken to 
our intermediate site first. But, I hope it’s a pleasant surprise.
•community posts: this is a chronological listing of trimmed posts by community users that have been tagged as being appropriate 
for the malaria community. We offer RSS subscriptions for this view for those scientists who want it.
•image gallery: Many posts published on The Synaptic Leap need an image to effectively illustrate the point. Users can go to the 
image gallery to upload their images they want to use in a post. Our editor also offers on-the-fly uploading of images, but it’s clunky 
at best. But, really so is this approach. Over time, I hope we can improve the process of adding images. 

Drupal
The collaborative software we use for our site is Drupal http://www.drupal.org. It’s an open source high-end content management, 
blogging and collaboration tool. We’ve been very pleased with the usability, the feature depth, reliability and extensibility of the 
product. Big thanks goes to the open source developers at Drupal. 

Why Not a Wiki?
Wikis have gotten very popular. They are terrific at allowing a community to evolve a body of work. Wikipedia and Open WetWare are 
perfect deployment examples of a wiki. However, in my opinion, they are not the best tool for collaborative debate where one idea is 
owned and posted by one user and other thoughts are owned and posted by other users.  For this, blogs are great. Therefore we 
chose to go with a high-end blog and publishing application, Drupal.  
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Not long after our malaria deployment, Matthew Todd, a chemist from the University of Sydney, had 
an idea for an open research project for schistosomiasis. His aim is to develop a cheaper process for 
the producing Praziquantal, the current treatment for schistosomiasis. 
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Mat agreed to be our schisto community leader and worked with me through December to define 
what a multi-community site would look like. We went through several rapid iterations before we 
came to our current information architecture. 

Mat has of course also posted his project on the site.
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Jean-Claude Bradley a chemist from Drexel University in Philadelphia (Pennsylvania, USA), found The 
Synaptic Leap, saw Mat’s post and began to offer ideas for how they could work together.
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Usefulchem
(blog) 

Chemists

Useful Chemistry Blog
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Jean-Claude is also an active participant of the Useful Chemistry Blog at Blogspot. The blog 
specializes in open chemistry experiments with a focus on malaria and other tropical diseases.

They are taking a research field focus for open collaboration. The Synaptic Leap is taking a disease 
focus. Both serve their purposes. Presumably Useful Chemistry offers deeper chemistry 
collaboration. The Synaptic Leap offers more potential for translational science. In fact, Mat and I 
are already discussing future phase ideas of taking Marc’s Gene Wiki idea and applying the concepts 
for chemical compound collaboration. Knowing the potential future use of the Gene Wiki will likely 
drive our design to include a higher layer of abstraction for future unknown uses as well. Although, 
I am getting a bit ahead of myself; I haven’t yet really explained the Gene Wiki yet.
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Yet another email came from Venezuela. A young biology student is excited to work on an open 
research project for Chagas, a diseases that hits South America rather hard. 
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Leveraging The Synaptic Leap and Useful Chemistry, Guido (Venezuela) now has resources helping 
from Drexel University (Philadelphia US) and University of Sydney
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The TSL “resources needed” page http://thesynapticleap.org/?q=resourcesneeded has an aggregation of all posts 
tagged with a subject of “Resources needed”.

This helps to highlight quickly how others can get involved and help.

We’re currently looking for an online leader for Chagas. Once found, we will open a Chagas 
community.

Shortly after the Science Foo conference, another scientist, Miguel Mitchell, made a post to open a 
project and to serve as the community leader for Tuberculosis. We have already deployed that site 
too. 
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The following is not real and is not 
funded. 

It is slide-ware to be used to gather 
input from others and will become part 
of grant application. 
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This project is the first example of how we hope to provide scientific-specific collaborative 
extensions to the web site. If you have another idea for a scientific collaboration / dot-connecting 
tool, brainstorm about it on the site. We will prioritize these enhancements based on user interest 
and practicality. 

Drupal, our open source content management / blog application, is architected for enhancement 
modules and their community has the infrastructure to download and support them nicely. Unless 
you specifically ask us not to, our current thoughts are that we will make all enhancement module 
available for all under a typical GPL license. This should give you comfort that any modules you help 
to create with us will be available long into the future. In other words, we’re not trying to lock in 
these enhancements as exclusive to The Synaptic Leap implementation.
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Gene Wiki Pilot for Malaria

• Aim:
• more thoroughly aggregate distributed genomics 

knowledge

• to mobilize distributed scientific resources based 
on the prioritization of a knowledgeable 
community 

• Most active (current) participants:
• Marc A. Marti-Renom 

• Dhanasekaran Shanmugam (Dany)

• Ginger Taylor 
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Based on the recommendations of both David S. Roos and Marc A. Marti Renom, our pilot will focus 
on Plasmodium Falciparum. It is the parasite which causes the deadliest form of malaria and 
accounts for nearly 90% of the deaths.  Additionally it offers a complete genome sequence and 
relatively high-quality of annotation. It provides fertile ground for in-silico drug design.

Marc is the originator of this idea. He is head of the structural genomics unit at Prince Felipe 
Research Center (Valencia Spain). 

Dany provides data expertise regarding p. falciparum. He works with PlasmoDB and is part of the 
David S. Roos lab at UPenn. 

Ginger is familiar with the Drupal functionality powering The Synaptic Leap and is providing 
collaborative design input and (with a lot of input from the scientists) is helping to drive the 
functional design. 

Marc’s current project pages on The Synaptic Leap are a bit out of date on our current thoughts. 
Afraid we’ve been evolving a few things off line and will post back on the web site soon - looking for 
input from the broader community. 

Once we do this, we hope to get more input from people familiar with in-silico drug design 
processes. We will likely post links to our site in other online communities e.g. Nodal Point to get 
valuable input from these users.  We hope this brings about future cross-site collaborations as it has 
with the Useful Chemistry blog.
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GeneBoard
GeneBoard to Summarize Data from:
• PlasmoDB at http://www.plasmodb.org
• NCBI at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
• BioMart at http://www.biomart.org/
• ModBase at http://www.salilab.org/modbase

Literature
Annotation

Structure

Function

GeneBoard
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The GeneBoard is to provide a summary view of known information for a given protein/gene. It is 
unknown still whether this will be a true “mashup” page constructed with on-the-fly web service 
calls, or whether we will need to replicate the data locally. Marc’s first prototype, shown above, 
employed data replication. Drill down links can take the user back to the originating data source.

Our vision is that TSL users will be able to add comments and references to augment the more 
official sources of information. (Hence the term wiki.) 

A scientist who is an expert on the semantic web thought this page had similarities, possibly even 
synergies, with a “data web” project he was working on. I saw a presentation on his project and 
agree that there is potential. We exchanged cards and will touch base later.

One person thought it might be possible that the malaria community was already collaborating well 
on the plasmodium falciparum genome and that community annotations weren’t needed. Note, this 
person does not research malaria, but does have good connections to that community.

However another bioinformatics person said although he thought it was possible that the malaria 
community was keeping all information up to date, he doubted it. He felt that a gene wiki is 
certainly needed in general for community annotations and directing further research and that he 
assumed it was true for malaria as well. Of more importance, this person gave me a list of about 
four names of well-established malaria researchers who could confirm or deny whether a Gene Wiki 
is needed for malaria research. Ahh the connections made at Science Foo!  Follow up coming soon... 
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Scientists who study the genes for in-silico drug design, will be able to assign a ranking to request 
and prioritize work by other labs. They can describe why they think the gene is promising and can 
add attachments too.  Think of it as structured / semantic tags for:
- genome
- gene id
- rank
- workflow recommendation
- person who made the post
- date the post was made
combined with the unstructured details of why scientist made this recommendation and what the 
details of the recommended work are. Along with more unstructured data of comments from others 
regarding the recommendation.

We’re still fleshing out the appropriate values of the Genomic Workflow tags.

A few opinions I heard:
•a young scientist leading another online collaborative scientific community that is an open wiki 
wanted me to simplify and make the tags open.
•a senior bioinformatics scientist felt the structured tags were useful and simple enough and 
emphasized that we would have to keep them at a high-level of categorization.  He thought we 
were on to the right track here. It doesn’t surprise me he was in the most agreement as the most 
input on this design has been from another bioinformatician Marc.). This same scientist also 
thought it would be highly valuable to be able to request / direct work from labs around the world 
this way. We discussed the fact that this kind of collaboration may be able to engage untapped labs 
in India, a country also suffering from malaria.
•another scientist who is an expert on the semantic web definitely wants us to keep the structure 
tags

ALSO of note, Matthew Todd believes that we will be able to leverage a very similar (perhaps same if 
designed appropriately) kind of collaboration feature for chemical compounds. Yet another example 
of translational science in action.
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Gene Basket

My Favorite Genes / Genes I’ve Voted On
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Marc also believes strongly that the gene basket should allow people to add personal comments 
and references. Think of it as gene-specific lab notes for the gene. I must admit I’m still fuzzy on 
this portion of the design. However, I trust Marc’s instincts and need to follow up with him until I do 
get it.
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How Can I Help?

Most activity
• highest votes
• most comments
• most projects

My circle of trust
• other specific user’s Gene Baskets
• other specific user’s votes

My area of expertise
• specific workflow tags
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Our goal is to make it easy for a person who conducts basic research on these genes to be able to 
leverage the community discussions to focus their efforts on promising genes. We want to magnify 
the work of the few by mobilizing the distributed many. 

Several existing drupal features can likely be leveraged nicely to support this functionality. For 
example, category driven trimmed summary views, XML/RSS subscriptions and comments. Time will 
tell...

It will be interesting to see whether genes getting the most subsequent work will be spawned based 
on volume of discussions or circle of trust type discussions.
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Yeah, but...

“How can I do this for free?”
• Core project will often be funded via grants

• specify open collaborative research in your next 
grant proposal

• make it a selling point

• Smaller contributions and thinking cycles 
can be for free
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If I’m paid, well then it’s not open source right? Wrong! 

It’s a common assumption that all open source software developers work late at nights to donate to the cause. 
Sure this is sometimes the case. But quite often, open source software developers develop and/or work on 
solutions as part of their paying job. They simply happen to work in an organization that sees the benefits in 
using and contributing towards open source. 

Biomedical researchers have a unique advantage in having access to funds from philanthropic organizations. 
These organizations measure return on investment not based on profits, but based on discoveries. I think 
scientists should be selling their next grant idea promoting the fact that they want to collaborate openly. 

If you’re a philanthropist, I implore you to look closely at these grant applications. In my humble opinion, it’s a far 
more effective use of your money.

At the conference, a founding member of Apache referred me to a fairly good survey from 2002 about open 
source hackers. Boston Consulting Group: http://www.ostg.com/bcg/bcg-0.73/BCGHackerSurveyv0-73.html   Per the 
survey, only 46% participate in open source projects completely outside of work and on a voluntary business.  Of the 64% 
who participate in open source at work the break down looks like this:
- 9 % known to supervisor but not part of core job function 
- 28% known to supervisor and their work on open source was part of their core job function
- 17% participate at work but it’s not known to their supervisor

That same founding member of Apache quoted even more extreme numbers. He said that it was 3 to 1 paid to 
volunteer resources on Apache.  It doesn’t surprise me that the Apache numbers are this high - IBM, Oracle and 
others pay quite a few developers to work on Apache. He also said that he’s seen a trend. Those working on OS 
for pay produced more pragmatic, bullet proof enhancements and bug fixes. Whereas, volunteers tended to work 
on more creative solutions. 
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Yeah, but...

“How can I publish?”
• post sufficient information for discussion dialogs

• save the spit and polish for your publications

• open source can increase reader interest

Example: 
• Mat Todd’s schisto project at TSL

• Mat Todd’s article in Australian Journal of 
Chemistry - “Open Source Research - The Power of 
Us”

• follow up article on Chemical & Engineering News - 
“Open Source Science”
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From my informal observations, scientists working on tropical diseases generally care much more 
about their ability to publish than they do profits. 

Mat Todd is a great example of how an open project was able to publish because of the openness. It 
was the special sauce that made the article interesting. And in publishing Mat has now brought 
more eyes to bear on his project. It’s a win-win scenario.

The editor of a significant science magazine (there were more than one at the event, so don’t make 
assumptions), said that this recommended approach for collaborating and publishing should work. 
He cautioned though that the scientist shouldn’t “announce” a discovery on the web site though. I 
have his card and plan to follow up with him more on this. If given permission, I will write a blog on 
our site to address this issue more deeply. 
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Yeah, but...

“Suppose we develop a new compound, 
how can we get it into clinical trials?”
• outsourcing enables “virtual pharmas” e.g. Institute 

for One World Health

• empowers philanthropic organizations to fund clinical 
trials for promising compounds
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First of all, this is a good problem to have! 

It’s premature for The Synaptic Leap to go to a non-profit pharmaceutical and say “if scientists on 
our site develop something promising, will you take it into the clinical trials?” There are too many 
variables in play for a specific organization to make that commitment now. However, with non-
profit and virtual pharmas and outsourcing, it is certainly possible to make this happen. I’m willing 
to take a leap of faith that if something promising is developed and if the intellectual property is 
clearly established (e.g. open for all or at least open for all tropical diseases) then a well-organized 
and funded foundation will pick up the ball. 

Stephen Maurer et al. described more on how this might work in the Tropical Disease Initiative 
article published in PLoS:

S. M. Maurer, A. Rai and A. Sali. “Finding Cures for Tropical Diseases: Is Open Source the 
Answer?” PLoS Med December 2004.                                                             
http://medicine.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pmed.0010056
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Project Ideas
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1.b Provide 

feedback

1.c Volunteers 

resources
Other 

Scientists

Post Comments

1. Define project - Blogging on The Synaptic Leap
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The following is a wire diagram of my happy path scenario for an open research project on The 
Synaptic Leap.

1. Define project

(1.a) A Cyber PI, somebody with an itch to lead an open and collaborative project on the internet 
begins exploring a few ideas for a project on the site. S/he posts a blog to describe the general 
idea.

Other scientists (1.b and 1.c) provide feedback, provide citations, and occasionally volunteer 
resources for the project. They do this by posting comments to the blog written in by the Cyber PI 
(1.a)
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2. Fund core part of project

(2.a) The Cyber PI applies for a grant. S/he may collaborate on the grant formally with partners (2.b) 
who volunteered resources (1.c). The grant application highlights the benefits of open collaborative 
research whereby peers can help with the science as it is happening.

(2.c) The foundation sees that the project is with reputable scientists, offers strong citations AND is 
willing to do the science openly. They gladly fund the project.
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3. Collaborate openly on a research project

(3.a) The core research team begins collaborating via the web. They aren’t dotting their eyes and 
crossing their t’s as if publishing. Instead they are using The Synaptic Leap as a vehicle to 
communicate and keep track of their progress. Mistakes are embraced and not hidden. 

(3.b) Other scientists look at the project, and drawing upon their own personal experiences and 
things they’ve read about, they begin offering ideas - sometimes encouraging certain methods and 
paths of research, sometimes providing words of caution.  Sometimes they realize that they can 
help out a bit (3.c), leveraging their existing resources. 
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4. Publish paper:

As the project is reaching a conclusion or significant milestone, the Cyber PI decides that it’s time 
to pull the work together and to publish more formally and with sanctioned peer review. S/he and 
any significant participants and volunteers work together to write the paper (4.a and 4.b). This 
portion of the collaboration is likely done via email exchanges and off The Synaptic Leap site. 
Although, a few posts for clarifications and request for citations may be put on the site. Once they 
are satisfied with the paper, they submit the paper (4.c) to a high-impact journal. The journal does 
their typical peer review process (4.d) to confirm the science is solid and ultimately the paper is 
published (4.e)
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5. Outsource clinical trials and production

With the published article, public compound and data, the Cyber PI can recommend the compound 
for clinical trials (5.a). The virtual pharma or foundation, perhaps the same one who made the 
original grant, recognizes the potential and awards the necessary grants and/or contracts to 
outsource the clinical trials (5.b). The contract trials company conducts the trial (5.c) and posts the 
results. The original cyber PI may or may not be involved with designing the trial - depending on 
the wishes of the virtual pharma company. 

Assuming results are positive, the virtual pharma company / foundation can then outsource the 
manufacturing of the product (5.d). Depending on the cost of production, the foundation may also 
offer further grants to refine and improve the production process. Hopefully these too will be 
conducted openly. 
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• Sweet spot for open source biomedical 
research
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• What’s next for us

• Yeah, but...

• Credits, thanks and further reading
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Credit & Thanks

Most active programmer volunteers: 

Doug Chasman                                   Salesforce.com

Ken Pugsley                                       Oracle

Thomas Kepler 

Marc A. Marti-Renom

Stephen Maurer

Arti Rai

Andrej Sali

Matthew H. Todd

Duke University

University of California, San Francisco

University of California, Berkeley

Duke University

University of California, San Francisco

University of Sydney

Site Powered By
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Big huge thanks to all of these people. Without them, The Synaptic Leap wouldn’t have happened.
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Further Reading

Open Source Research
Sarah Everts. “Open Source Science” Chemical & Engineering News July 
24, 2006. http://pubs.acs.org/cen/science/84/8430sci1.html

Thomas B. Kepler, Marc A. Marti-Renom, Stephen M. Maurer, Arti Rai, 
Ginger Taylor, and Matthew H. Todd. “Open Source Research - the Power 
of Us” Australian Journal of Chemistry June 13, 2006. http://www.publish.csiro.au/
nid/51/paper/CH06095.htm 

Arti K. Rai. “Open and Collaborative Research: A New Model for 
Biomedics” http://eprints.law.duke.edu/archive/00000882/ 

“An open source shot in the arm?” The Economist June 10, 2004. http://
www.economist.com/displaystory.cfm?story_id=S%27%2980%2EQQ%2B%21%21%40%20T%
0A&CFID=65254372&CFTOKEN=1976873-7ceee081-6d6a-4df2-9a80-52b144055e75 

S. M. Maurer, A. Rai and A. Sali. “Finding Cures for Tropical Diseases: Is 
Open Source the Answer?” PLoS Med December 2004.                                                             
http://medicine.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pmed.0010056
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Further Reading

Other Collaborative Research
Marilyn Chase. “Gates Won’t Fund AIDS Researchers Unless They Pool 
Data”. Wall Street Journal July 20, 2006 B1 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB115335816005811923.html

Scott Johnson. “Researchers striving for good of humanity, not just own 
gain”. San Jose Mercury News July 17, 2006. 
Scott is head of Myelin Repair Foundation: 
http://www.mercurynews.com/mld/mercurynews/news/opinion/15055872.htm 

Cora Daniels. “The Man Who Changed Medicine.”  Fortune November 29, 
2004. 
The Mike Milken story about collaborative research for prostate cancer:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2004/11/29/8192713/index.htm 

Clifton Leaf. “The Law of Unintended Consequences”. Fortune 19 
September 2005.                                                                               
Discussion on how Bayh-Dole Act is hurting our collaborative discovery 
process in biomedical research:  
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2005/09/19/8272884/index.htm
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Further Reading

Important Web 2.0 Concepts
Metcalf’s Law:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metcalf%27s_law 
Social Networks: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networks 

Collective Intelligence: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence

Long Tail:  http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/12.10/tail.html 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_tail 
http://bnoopy.typepad.com/bnoopy/2005/03/index.html
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